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The relevance of the research topic: This thesis is devoted to the 

description of existential and possessive sentences in English, as well as a detailed 

and systematic description of the operating conditions of the quantifiers “all”, 

“every” in the constructions –there be sentence and -have (got) sentence. A number 

of problems and questions of the theory of language that have not yet received a 

final solution, namely, the incompleteness of the solution of the question of the 

definiteness effect and its exceptions, are raised in the thesis. 

Goals. The main object of the thesis is a comprehensive description and 

analysis of the functioning of the quantifiers "all", "every" in existential and 

possessive sentences from the point of the definiteness effect in the English 

language, identifying patterns using the example from the British National Corpus 

(BNC). 

Tasks: In order to accomplish this goal the following tasks should be 

worked out: 

- give a full description of the concept of “definiteness effect” in the English 

language; 



- consider and study the structure of existential sentences; 

- consider and study the structure of possessive sentences; 

- identify and describe the functioning of the quantifier every in an 

existential construction using the example of the British National Corps (BNC); 

- identify and describe the operation of the quantifier every in a possessive 

sentences using the example of the British National Corps (BNC); 

- identify and describe the functioning of the quantifier all in an existential 

sentences using the example of the British National Corps (BNC); 

- identify and describe the functioning of the quantifier all in a possessive 

sentences using the example of the British National Corps (BNC). 

The theoretical and practical significance of the thesis is that the research 

contributes to the study of the question of the definiteness effect in the English 

language, as well as the behavior of the quantifiers ‘all’, ‘every’ in the 

constructions –there be sentence and -have (got) sentence, which have not been 

described previously. The main points of the thesis are acceptable for use in 

teaching English grammar, in the course of general linguistics and the practical 

course of the English language; reading special courses on generative linguistics 

and related topics. 

Results: Studying the factual material from the British National Corps 

allows us to draw some conclusions about the behavior of the universal quantifiers 

‘all’, ‘every’ in all existential and possessive constructions as part of a post-copular 

nominal group, as well as to identify the distinctive features of their interaction 

with the components of the nominal group. 

The quantifier ‘all’ is more often used in existential constructs, and the 

quantifier ‘every’ is more often used in possessive constructs. Both quantifiers 

combine the meaning of the exhaustion of a set, in most cases hyperbolized and 

generalized, devoid of specificity. Their characteristic feature is the emphatic 

meaning of the full involvement of the object, expressed by a noun in the main 

noun group. 



The most common combinations with the quantifiers ‘all’, ‘every’ were 

revealed. For the quantifier ‘every’ in existential sentences: every + reason, every 

+ chance, every + possibility / probability, every + likelihood, every + indication, 

every + sign; in possessive sentences: have every + reason, have every + right, 

have every + sympathy, have every + confidence, have every + chance, have every 

+ intention. For the quantifier ‘all’ in existential sentences: all + kinds / sorts of N, 

all + the + pl, all + these / those + pl, all + this / that, all + N (without an 

intermediary), all + the + N (sg ); in possessive sentences: have all + the + pl, 

have all + the + sg, have all + this. 

Tips for implementation: materials of the thesis can be used in teaching 

theoretical courses and practical classes in the disciplines “Linguistics” and 

“Practical Grammar” of the English language; reading special courses on 

discourse, generative linguistics and related topics. 

 


